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COMPATIBILITY OF 316L STAINLESS STEEL WITH THE LIQOID ALLOY

M- BROC, P. FAUVET, T. FLAMENT, A. TERLAIN, J. SANNIER
(CEA, France)

I - INTRODOCTION

Liquid euteotic lithium lead alloy (17 atom per cent Li) is an
attractive breeding material for fusion reactor blankets. Depending on the
concepts, it can be used as a breeder only and circulates slowly for tritium
recovery (water cooled concept) or both as a breeder and a coolant with a
faster flow rate (self cooled). In all the cases, the corrosion of
structural materials is a major concern and needs thorough investigations.

In the frame work of European Technology Program, we have studied the
behaviour of 316L austenitic stainless steel which is one of the reference
structural materials.

In this article, our results are summarized and compared with other
author's ones. Finally, the mechanisms which could control the corrosion
process are discussed.

II - EXPERIMENTAL

11.1 - Experimental devices

Three types of facilities already described elsewhere /1,2/ were
developed :
. TULIP loops (Fig. 1) to determine the maximum operating temperature with a
turbulent liquid-metal flow. They have been dismantled after each test.
. CLIPPER thermal convection loop (Fig. 2) used for determining, also in
turbulent flow, corrosion kinetics and influence of liquid purification and
stress.

. CELIMENE test section (Fig. 3) which takes into account specific features
of the NET water cooled blanket such as thermal gradient and very low liquid
metal velocity ; so the hydraulic flow is laminar.

All these devices are entirely made of 316L stainless steel.

11.2 - Corrosion evaluation procedure

Two types of measurements are carried out for evaluating corrosion :
thickness of the ferritic layer, obtained by optical microscopy

observations of specimens cross section without getting rid off adherent
PbI7Li,
. loss of sound metal, measured by weighting specimens after complete
elimination of Pb17Li. Specimens are successively immersed in lithium at
250"C, then in alcohol-water mixture and finally in acid acetic-hydrogen
peroxide-alcohol mixture.
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II.3 - Specimen features

Chemical composition of 316L is given in table I. All the specimens
are cylindrical shape and machined from solution annealed or 20% cold
worked plates. Some solution annealed specimens are electrolytically
polished before testing in order to eliminate the cold worked superficial
layer due to machining.

Table I - Chemical composition of 316L stainless steel (weight %)

Fe

65.18

Cr

17.44

Ni

12.33

Mo

2.3

Hn

1.82

Si

0.46

C

0.024

N

0.06

B

0.0008

Cu

0.2

S

0.0025

P

0.026

I I I - rv£SOI-TS

Operating conditions and corrosion results are given in table II.

III.1 - Corrosion morphology and deposits

All the hot leg specimens are covered
by a porous ferritic layer with a
network of channels filled with lithium
lead alloy, either at 45O0C or at 4000C.
Fig. 4 shows a cross section micrograph
of a solution annealed 316L specimen
after 3000-hour exposure at 4000C.
Matrix-ferritic layer interface
is endented in any cases. Results
regarding to the corrosion induced
morphological changes and ferrite
chemical composition are in good
agreement with those obtained in
other laboratories /3-5/.

Microprobe analyses of this
ferritic layer have been carried out
and results are given in table III.

Whatever the thermal and hydraulic conditions and exposure time, we
observe a strong nickel and chromium depletion, an increase of iron
concentration and no change of molybdenum and silicium concentrations
between matrix and ferritic layer.

Deposits formed during the 3000-hour TULIP test at 45O0C, are
preferentially situated at the end of the cooled zone and in the isothermal
cold leg elbows, as it can be seen on fig. 5. Chemical analyses show that
deposits in the cooled zone are nickel rich (70% Ni, 18Cr, 12Fe) whereas
they mainly consist of iron and chromium in the elbows (64-75Fe, 17-27Cr,
7-8Ni). The total mass of deposit is 3.91 g (2.18 g Fe, 0.83 g Cr and
0.90 g Ni).

In the cold part of CELIMENE device, deposits mainly consist of iron
and chromium.

Fig. 4
Cross-section micrograph

of solution annealed after
3000 h at 4000C in CLIPPER
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Table I I I - Chemical composition of ferr i t ic layer (weight | ) at T max

TULIP I

T max 4500C 3000 h

TULIP II

T max 4500C 3000 H

CLIPPER I

T max 4000C

900 h

3000 h

Essai statique

4500C 1000 h

TORTORELLI / 3 /

T max 5000C 6348 h

Ni

2.7

o.a

0.37

0.55

0.13

3 - 4

Cr

5.5

5 . 3

2 . 5

3 . 7

5 . 0

7 - 9

Fe

88.7

91.3

93.8

93.0

92.3

83-86

Mo

2 . 4

2 . 0

2 . 7

2 . 2

2 . 0

2.2-2.6

S i

0.5

0 . 5

0 . 5

0 . 5

0.53

-

Mn

0

0

0.03

0.04

0

-
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Fig. 5 - Temperature and weight change profiles in TULIP loop
after 3000 h at 400*C

111.2 - Influence of hydraulic flow

As long as the flow is turbulent, we do not observe, in the studied
range, any influence of liquid metal velocity on the morphology, the
chemical composition and the thickness of the ferritic layer. The CELIMENE
test carried out at 4000C during 3000 hours in laminar flow shows a
corrosion rate much lower than in TULIP or CLIPPER experiences with a
turbulent flow (0-5 um compared to 10-25 um)•

111.3 — Influence of studied parameters in turbulent flow

III.3.1 - Metallurgical state
Comparison of corrosion kinetics at 4000C in CLIPPER shows (Fig. 6)

that :
- cold worked and annealed specimens have the same corrosion rate up to
4000-hour exposure s on the other hand, between 4000 and 6000-hour exposure,
the loss of sound metal of cold worked specimens increases more rapidly
- the loss of sound metal of electropolished specimens is about 2 times
lower than for cold worked or annealed specimens
- the corrosion rates estimated between 4000 and 6000 hours for solution
annealed and electropolished specimens are similar, respectively 27 and
22 um.year"1.

These different behaviours can be explained by considering that the
superficial cold worked layer due to the machining of solution-annealed
specimens has been corroded after about 4000 hours. Thickness measurement of
this layer before test is coherent with this explaination.
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Fig. 6 - Mass transfer kinetics for 316L stainless steel
in flowing Pb17Li at 4000C (CLIPPER test)

CHOPRA and SMITH /4/ also observed after times longer than 2000 hours,
a detrimental effect of cold working.

III.3.2 - Tiae influence
The curve relative to the variation of sound metal loss with time in

the 6000 hours CLIPPER test (Fig. 6) shows the existence of a transient
period during the first thousands hours and a quasi-linear dépendance of
sound metal loss on time between about 4000 and 6000 hours. The transient
period may result from several phenomena :

. incubation due to the wetting of steel,

. presence of a cold worked superficial layer on the steel,

. establishment of a steady state in the loop.
The first phenomenon lowers the apparent corrosion rate whereas the

second increases it as discussed before and the third may act in the same
way.

The incertainty on ' corrosion rate during the transient period is
illustrated by the difference observed in the first 3000 hours between the
two CLIPPER tests.

The value of 27 am.year"1 calculated from the quasi-linear part of the
curve related to the 6000 hours CLIPPER test can be proposed as a first
evaluation of the corrosion rate at steady state of solution annealed 316L
steel at 4000C in flowing anisothermal conditions.
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Fig. 7 - Arrhenius plot of corrosion rate data for 316L austenitic steel

III.3.3 - Tenperature influence
Comparison between TULIP I and TULIF II results (Table II) shows a

temperature dépendance of corrosion rate. The ferrite thickness of solution
annealed specimens after 3000-hour exposure is about 33 urn at 45O0C in
TULIP I and 10 to 15 pm at 4000C in TULIP II.

An Arrhenius plot of the ferrite growth rate deduced from ferrite
thickness measurements made in different laboratories /1-8/ is shown on
fig. 7. The corrosion rates have not been estimated from the sound metal
weight losses owing to the fact that this type of measurement is less
reliable /3/.

The data fit represented on fig. 7 has been obtained by taking into
account only the points corresponding to a steady state rate. It yields to
an activation energy of 109 kJ.mol"1 which is consistent with the value
proposed by CHOPPRA and al. / 4 / (120 kJ.mol"1).

Concerning the influence of temperature difference between hot and
cold legs, the comparison of available results does not show a noticeable
influence of this parameter at least in the range 60 to 1800C.

However, in these tests, values of other parameters able to influence
corrosion rate are not identical and only a specific study of this parameter
would allow to conclude about its influence.

III.3.4 - Down stream effect
No down stream effect has been observed in TULIP at 4000C and 450°C.

In CLIPPER II, in whicli surface steel to flow rate ratio is about two times
higher than in TULIP, the corroded thickness obtained after 6000-hour
exposure varies from 35 urn at the entrance of the isothermal leg to 32 urn
1.5 meter farther. However, this difference is too small to give evidence of
a down stream effect.
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III.3.5 - Cold trapping
The difference of loss of sound metal observed in the first three

thousands hours between the two CLIPPER tests with continuous cold trapping
of Pb17Li (14 urn and 23 urn for cold worked specimens after 3000 hours) does
not allow to make a reliable comparison with the corresponding TULIP data
(8-15 Jim). Consequently, it is not possible to conclude about the effect of
this parameter. Moreover the unnoticed influence of temperature difference
between hot and cold legs (see III.3.3) does not fit with the hypothesis of
a detrimental effect of cold trapping.

ITI.3.6 - Influence of stress
No influence of stress has been observed on morphology and corrosion

rate of specimens submitted simultaneously to constant (134 MPa) or cyclic
(106 cycles between 10 and 134 MPa) uniaxial stress and to Pb17Li corrosion
during 3000 hours and 6000 hours at 4000C.

III.3.7 - Embrittlement effect
Two specimens have been submitted in situ to tensile tests after

respectively 3000 and 6000-hour exposures to Pb17Li at 340°C in the cold leg
of CLIPPER loop. No significant reduction of the initial mechanical
properties has been observed. Austenic 316L steel seems not to be embrittled
in these conditions.

IV - CORROSION MECHANISMS

Several mechanisms may be involved in 316L corrosion by Pb17Li :
. diffusion in solid phase,
. iron, chromium and nickel dissolution,
. phase transformation of austenite to ferrite,
. diffusion in the channels of the corrosion layer and in the boundary
layer,
. deposition.

The possibility for each of these mechanisms to be a limiting step is
briefly discussed below.

IV.1 - Diffusion in solid phase

The low activation energy of the overall corrosion phenomenon
(109 kJ.mol~1) compared to an activation energy of diffusion in solid phase
(250 kJ.mol"1) suggests that this mechanism is not the limiting step.

IV.2 - Diffusion in liquid metal

If diffusion in liquid metal channels was the limiting step, the
corrosion rate should decrease with time as the mean channels length
increases. On the contrary, CLIPPER results show a corrosion rate
quasi-constant with time beyond 4000 hours.

If the limiting step was diffusion in liquid metal boundary layer, a
variation of corrosion rate with velocity should be observed in turbulent
flow which is not in agreement with experimental results.



Moreover, the comparison of overall experiments carried out in
turbulent flow tends to show that parameters like flow velocity, surface
steel/flow rate ratio, tube diameter or temperature difference between hot
and cold legs have not the determining influence that they must have if the
limiting step is diffusion in liquid metal.

On the other hand, when the flow is laminar, the lower corrosion rate
observed in CELIMENE experiments tends to show that diffusion could become
the limiting step.

IV.3 - Deposits

Unnoticed influence of temperature difference between hot and cold
legs argues against deposit mechanism as a limiting step. Moreover depcôit
mechanism as a limiting step works towards a downstream effect.

IV.4 - Dissolution and solid phase transformation

Nickel solubility in lead is higher than iron and chromium ones and
we may suppose that it is also true in lithium-lead.

As already mentioned by TORTORELLr and al. /3/, HARRISON and WAGNER
model /9/ shows that higher solubility and preferential dissolution of
nickel account for the non uniform nature of the corrosion layer.
Preferential leaching of one component of the solid metal can destabilize
solid-liquid interface and leads to an irregular and porous surface. This
model fits well the corrosion layer morphology.

The preferential loss of nickel in solid phase destabilizes austenite
and promotes its transformation into ferrite. So, dissolution and solid
phase transformation mechanisms cannot be dissociated.

Chemical analysis of TULIP I test deposits C..2 g Fe, 0.8 g Cr and
0.9 g Ni) shows that large quantities of iron and chromium are also
dissolved. Ferrite dissolution is promoted by its porosity which increases
the contact area with liquid metal. But if we suppose that all the iron
deposit comes from ferrite and, as in the case of martensitic steels,
ferrite is uniformly dissolved , we should find only 0.2 g chromium deposit
associated to 2.2 g iron.

To explain excess of chromium deposit, an other mechanism has to be
taken into account:. V. COEN /10/ has proposed a mechanism of chromium
dissolution enhanced by oxygen as observed in sodium for example. However,
we can point out that the chromium content of ferrite layer is closed to
the value at 45O0C in the ternary Fe Cr Ni diagram /11/. So the austenite
to ferrite transformation induced by nickel depletion could give rise to
ferrite and chromium excess. In this hypothesis, chromium deposit could
come at one and the same time from ferrite and chromium excess
dissolution.

In this way, the limiting mechanism could be the dissolution and
solid phase transformation process involving the following steps :

. préférentiel leaching of nickel,

. austenite to ferrite transformation with chromium excess,

. ferrite and chromium excess dissolution.
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Moreover dissolution as the limiting step is strengthened by the
relatively strong influence of temperature and metallurgical state of the
steel on corrosion rate.

V - CONCLUSION

Whathever the hydraulic flow, the corrosion of 316L stainless steel
exposed to Pb17Li is characterized by the formation of a porous ferritic
layer.

The corrosion kinetics is mainly dependant on temperature, hydraulic
flow and metallurgical state of the steel.

At 4000C in turbulent flow, the corrosion rate at steady state of 316L
solution annealed is estimated to 27 uni.year"^ to which a depth of 25 urn has
to be added to take into account the initial transient period.

From overall available results, it may be suggested as limiting step,
dissolution and solid state transformation in case of turbulent flow and
diffusion in liquid phase for laminar flow.
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